YOUTH questioning the term HYBRID,

Youth and Adults FROM D'Atelier, a non-profit organization, founded by Alp Oral Gani, using the arts in education, to question daily matters, D-Atelier is working with women, youth, artists... The D-Atelier was founded in 1999 to gather creative individuals of all ages under one roof.

1.)
Name & Surname: Zeren YAZIRLI
Age: 17
Sex: Female
Subject: Orange is Hybrided Color
Material: Video Art

Definition of Work:
Color of the world changing day by day and we walk to a beautiful life.

2.)
Name & Surname: Alpay CESUR
Age: 17
Sex: Male
Subject: Hybrided Language
Material: Papier Mache
Size: 5 6x6x6cm Box

Definition of Work:
We understand each other by languages. Different language different alphabets. Is it possible to create hybrid language, hybrid alphabet? I took one main word which is essential: food and play the word in 6 languages. Create new hybrid language. Many variations for food.

3.)
Name & Surname: Ilgin İŞGÖR
Age: 15
Sex: Female
Subject: Hybrid Mankind
Material: Collage+Pastel
Size: 105x50cm (3 pieces)

Definition of Work:
Today’s tecnolgy is helping life to make much easier. We replace our losing organs by bionic organs. Leg, arm....what' next? Bells are ringing. Bells for bionic generation.

4.)
Name & Surname: Nehir GÜLSEN
Age: 17
Sex: Female
Subject: Hybrid Cultures
Material: Collage
Size: 35x50cm

Definition of Work:
World is getting smaller day by day. Transportation is easy. When you sit in front of your computer all world is in front of you. Our all life is mix to eachother. New hybrid culture is borning. Motif belongs to our culture is mixing to another culture. Welcome to hybrid cultures!

5.)
Name & Surname: Beren KADIOĞLU
Age: 15
Sex: Female
Subject: Hybrid Religions
Material: Pastel on Paper
Size: 85x85cm (4 pieces)

Definition of Work:
From early times to today societies believed their neighbour socities' gods and godnesses. They created hybrid gods...Is it possible to create hybrid gods in today's world and live in peace?
6.)
Name & Surname: Çağla BERBEROĞLU
Age: 15
Sex: Female
Subject: Hybrid Stories
Material: Color Pen on Paper
Size: 65x 60cm (4 Pieces)

Definition of Work:
Snow White, Tarzan, Batman and the others. Another world in cartoon. If cartoon characters from different stories meet in one strip, what will happen? Snow White fall in love with Spiderman?

7.)
Name & Surname: Zeynep AKIN
Age: 17
Sex: Female
Subject: Hybrid Communication
Material: Colorpen on Paper
Size: 30x25cm

Definition of Work:
English, French, Hebrew, Turkish... Forget all languages we understand each other by symbols. Hybrid language will be emojis. Let's create our new emoji park together and join each other.

8.)
Name & Surname: Damla ÜRÜN
Age: 17
Sex: Female
Subject: Hybrid Clothing
Material: Mixed
Defination of Work:
Hybrid weather conditions are one of our major problem today. Suddenly seen Hurricanes, heavy
rains... This week opened journal and meet news that 20 years old girls lost her life with sudden
hurricane. She wanted to photograph the weather and find herself in water. If we design new
fashion up to new weather conditions can we save lives? A new design for a cloth: Cape will be
turn to life jacket....
yemek
FABRIC TYPES FOR HYBRID WEATHER

- Tafetta (purple)
  for the outer side of the jacket

- Unavailable

- Waterprrof fabric
  has two sides
  - Waterresistant
  - Protecting from flood
Hybrid clothes for Hybrid weather conditions

- protect against floods and natural disasters
- unstable weather conditions
- "jacket" protects against floods
You ARE

Hybrit